
Distinctive by Design
Retaining walls and free-standing walls are very popular feature elements 
in today’s landscaping design. Southern Tradition™ wall system provides a 
distressed, natural-stone appearance and long-lasting durability that adds beauty 
to any landscape project. The “old world” look adds a classic elegance and rich 
textured appearance that accents outdoor spaces from patios and courtyards 
to garden edging and dramatic terraces. Southern Tradition represents a value 
added design feature making it the ideal choice for your next project.

Designing with Southern Tradition™ is the key to a truly successful landscape wall 
project. Southern Tradition™ offers four distinct colors including blended versions. 
Its ease of installation allows Southern Tradition to be laid out in numerous 
pattern options to help create that special look for your outdoor space.

Titanium

Timber

Dublin Blend

Monroe Blend

Available Colors:
Titanium
Timber
Dublin Blend
Monroe Blend

Unit Dimensions: 4" x 8" x 12"
Units per pallet: 120

Southern Tradition™

Savannah Retaining Wall and Free-standing Wall System



Patterns for use with Southern Tradition™ Walls

Details for Constructing Posts

RUNNING BOND

OFFSET RUNNING BOND

SOLDIER COURSE

MODIFIED SOLDIER COURSE
* Indicates blocks are two units deep

Site Preparation

Benefits of Southern Tradition™ Concrete Pavers

Installing a retaining wall or free-standing wall is not done without proper preparation. The integrity of the 
project rests greatly on how well the base material is installed and other materials are placed. Soil or other base 
conditions determine what type and how much material is necessary for a solid and sturdy wall. Consult your 
LEE Brick + Block representative for more information about retaining wall or free-standing wall installation. 
Proper preparation of the surface to receive the wall units is crucial to the project, and will lengthen the life of your 
investment.

   Ease of installation - Fully modular
   Low maintenance to the wall units
   Choice of colors
   Can be accented with a variety of post and wall cap types 
 such as Mountain Stone®, Capital Cast Stone™, or a "self-
 cap" using standard 4"x8"x12" Southern Tradition™ units
   Choice of patterns in which the wall units will be laid
   Withstands climatic changes and soil shifts
   Can be engineered for walls in excess of 36-inches in height

Southern Tradition™ is manufactured and distributed by LEE Masonry Products, Inc. and its affiliates.
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